This paper develops a formalization of faceted thesauri that is based on formal concept analysis. The formalization facilitates graphical displays of thesauri as line diagrams of mathematical lattices. Resulting strategies that can be employed to design a thesaurus in an , alternating top-down and bottom-up approach are described and demonstrated through an example.
Introduction
This paper develops a formalization of faceted thesauri that is based on formal concept analysis. The formalization facilitates graphical displays of thesauri as line diagrams of mathematical lattices. Resulting strategies that can be employed to design a thesaurus in an , alternating top-down and bottom-up approach are described and demonstrated through an example.
If information scientists are to succeed in building common language interfaces, it seems unlikely that this can be achieved without sophisticated knowledge representation tools. Although thesauri are important tools for representation and retrieval, most existing thesauri are nowhere near "perfect" (see, for example, Fischer, 1993). Part of the reason for this may be due to a lack of flexibility in thesaurus structure and the absence of a well-defined, machine-aided method of thesaurus design and construction. Faceted thesauri are potentially flexible in that several views of the same concepts can be represented simultaneously. But faceted systems can become quite complex and the flexibility of these systems is not easily
In light of the tera bytes of information available both on the world wide web <l:nd in institutional and commercial databases, there is increasing demand for effective subject access systems. While there is ongoing discussion as to whether natural language or controlled vocabulary is more successful or whether full-text searching should replace automated or semi-automated indexing simply because it is cheaper, information scientists will generally agree that a well-constructed thesaurus could be usefully applied to information retrieval. Although this paper will concentrate on the design and development of thesauri within information science, additional applications for such a thesaurus are possible given its similarity to other systems of structured knowledge representation such as knowledge bases and lexical databases: each of these systems not only groups words into synonym sets but also defines the semantic relations between the synonym sets. Thus thesauri, knowledge bases and lexical databases are closely related in that each provides a means for coding semantic information into a machine-readable and computer-processable format. 
